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Strangeways, Here We Come 

63 yachts added spice to life on the water last night, and rushed and pushed their 
way around our bay in quite spectacular, yet not unfamiliar, fashion. 

The courses set were interesting…somewhat intertwined, and perhaps some detail 
was lost in translation between the course setter and the bridge!? But you know 
what? It was so nice out there last night that it really didn’t matter too much…and a 
change of scenery in terms of courses is not a bad thing. 

It certainly did not matter a hoot to Graeme Benson [previously aboard First 40], 
who went for a swim just after the first weather mark, because things were obviously 
hot hot hot on First 40! Graeme’s saucer-like eyes were a sight as he swam to refuge 
in the lee of the Paarden Eiland mark, with the high speed bear-away of the Division 
1, 2 and 3 fleets in full swing. First 40 had already dispatched her danbuoy and life 
ring, and were busy turning back to retrieve their AWOL foredeck, but snared their 
kite in a hurried drop and turn. Mwah, seeing the situation unfold, did what’s 
expected of all of us under the very first rule in the book: 

1.1 Helping those in Danger 
A boat or competitor shall give all possible help to any person or vessel in 
danger. 

You win a prize for that, Mwah! Thank you. We should all practice man overboard 
drill with our crews regularly…consider practicing one before the Mykonos Race. 

Of interest for all club sailors is that after the race, Mwah applied for redress in terms 
of rule 61.2[c] - a pretty reasonable request under the circumstances - and so did 
not throw their race away by being good Samaritans… 

A little later in the race, an interesting and not completely desirable high speed 
cross of fleets took place – with the Division 3 non spinnaker and Division 4 fleets 
starboard-reaching across from the start to Milnerton, and the other divisions port-
reaching back from Woodbridge and Milnerton. There were no incidents, but the 
fleet needed to call on good seamanship all around. 

A very enjoyable evening in sublime conditions: warm 15 – 20 knots of breeze, and 
lots of yachts! Thanks Dave Booth for the novel courses! 

See you next week, on and off the water… 

Luke 

PS: Track yourself this twilight series with the excellent “RaceQS” app for Apple and 
Android smartphones, then upload and share with all who did the same! 


